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Joint session in Johannesburg

The joint session of the Central Government with

the Region of Africa-Madagascar took place in

Johannesburg (South Africa) from September 26-

28, 2007, a few days before the Interchapter.  It

had as its theme: “The present challenges of

evangelization in Africa-Madagascar: youth,

vocations and HIV/AIDS.”

In order to better understand the substance of these

challenges and to consider some outlooks for the

future of the Oblate mission in Africa, the Region

began the session by calling upon two experts.  The

first one, the Dominican Albert Nolan, briefly laid

out the situation of youth in Africa and of ministry

for vocations.  He was followed by an Oblate, Stuart

BATE, who brilliantly presented a theological-

pastoral approach to HIV/AIDS.  The second day

was dedicated to reports from the Units.  Each of

them presented its pastoral program for youth,

vocations and the battle against the pandemic of

AIDS.  On the third day, the General Administration

delivered its message of hope for the Region; and

there was time for spontaneous sharing on the

consolidation of formation houses and on personnel

exchange on the regional level.

1. African youth and vocation

According to Father Nolan, young Africans, just like

their peers in the Western world, are greatly

influenced by the communications technologies

(internet, mobile telephone); they think they know

everything.  With greater access to information, they

tend to neglect human relationships and to put down

adults whom they consider ignorant. They believe

the adults no longer have anything to teach them.

They are allergic to any form of authority and they

are against traditional institutions, including the

Church.  Those who knock at the door of religious

communities come from this background.  They

come with the richness of their youth and with the

mentality of their times.

He also recommends three solutions to help our

youth accept the person of Jesus Christ in their lives.

One must first learn to love them unconditionally

just as God loves them.  Then, one must help them

learn the difference between knowledge and wisdom

since they think they know everything.  Finally, one

must challenge them to improve their life-style.  In

the area of formation, it would also be good to teach

youth the responsible way of using the means of

communication instead of trying to keep them from

using that which is already an integral part of their

lives and of modern civilization.  Otherwise, one

would risk forming hypocrites.

2. HIV/AIDS

HIV/AIDS is no myth in Africa.  That is why Fr.

Bate, provincial of Natal, believes in the need of a

theological-pastoral approach in this context.

Because of the social and religious dimension of this

pandemic, whatever approach is to be taken

depends on the cultural context of each people.  A

welcoming attitude toward the sick person could be

the start of healing.  But it is necessary to break the

silence and shatter the “African taboo,” if one wants

to battle effectively against this disease that is doing

incalculable damage in Africa.

The 12 reports (Natal, Zimbabwe, Madagascar,

Lesotho, Cameroon, Kenya, Northern Province SA,

Congo, Central Province SA, Senegal, Namibia, and

Zambia) demonstrate the energy of the Oblates in

Africa.  Everywhere, there are efforts to improve
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the quality of ministry with youth and the acceptance

of candidates for religious or priestly life.

But for HIV/AIDS, most of the Units are somewhat

apprehensive in their involvement.  Very few Units

really have a program for accompanying victims of

AIDS and for fighting against the disease.  But the

bitter reality is the same everywhere: many orphans,

victims of this catastrophe.  Nevertheless, the disease

is no longer a death sentence in some countries

which have developed policies to fight the pandemic

(voluntary or obligatory testing, informational

campaigns, care for the sick, etc.).  But many

questions remain without an answer.

3. Message from the Central Government

The Central Government took part in this meeting

by respecting the energy of the Region and with

absolute respect for the desires expressed by the

president of the Region, Fr. Macaire MANIMBA,

provincial of the province of Congo, in his official

letter of invitation, addressed to the Superior General:

“The third day is reserved for the interventions of

the General Administration which, after having

listened to us, will be able to give us some suggestions

in line with the theme.  We need to be heard and to

be encouraged.  In any case, that is all we expect of

you.”  Therefore, the involvement of the Central

Government was essentially an attentive listening to

the Region, a sharing of its impressions about the

visits to different Units, and the presentation of its

ideas concerning Oblate formation, ministry with

youth, vocation ministry and the battle against HIV/

AIDS.  The General Administration also pointed out

some challenges and opened different future

perspectives for the Africa-Madagascar Region

which is enjoying the strongest and most rapid

growth.  In fact, according to the statistics given by

the Superior General on the whole Congregation,

40% of the young men in formation belong to this

part of the Oblate world.

“This is the day of salvation; the time to act is here,”

stated Fr. Wilhelm STECKLING to his confreres in

the form of a challenge.  “The time has come to show,

over and over again, that you are missionaries in the

full sense of the term, now that you have entered a

new phase in the history of the Church in Africa-

Madagascar.  The time has come to build on the

strength of the African family spirit and on your

numeric strength, in order to fortify community life.

The time has come to form people, to send people

to study for the mission, for formation, for managing

local and provincial finances, for academic teaching.

It is now that we need to begin working to produce

local financial revenues.  Finally, it is now that we

should move forward in the process of restructuring,

based on a broad vision, even going beyond national

borders as is happening in all the regions of the

Congregation.” (Jean-Bosco MUSUMBI, General

Councillor for AMR)

General Administration

GENERAL HOUSE

Second meeting of Standing Committee of

Oblate Brothers

The Standing Committee of Oblate Brothers met

at the General House from October 29-November

2, 2007.  They wish to communicate to the

Congregation a summary of this meeting:

We, the Oblate Brother representatives of the

five regions of the Congregation, Mandated by

the 2004 Chapter to the Standing Committee

for Oblate Brothers (WH #F) greet you in the

name of our Lord Jesus Christ and Mary

Immaculate!

In the three years since the Chapter, we have met

twice in Rome and established a central secretariat

in Aix with networks in the 5 Regions to

disseminate resources and information to all

Oblate Units where Oblates work.

In this present meeting we have tried to address

some of the legal, structural and communication

issues and are advocating for constructive changes

to the guidelines for the formation of Oblate

Brothers and to improve on the way these and

other progressive changes are communicated to

the members of our missionary congregation.

The Brothers today provide a more professional
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ministry. Their professional skills as well as their

religious education are equally sought for their

ministry among the new poor.  This calls for Rule

67b to be applied in a regionally consistent way:

including sacred scripture and theology as

foundational requirements for their religious

training component.

Brothers are Oblates! and need to be proactive

at all levels of Oblate life and decision making.

Here we ask the Congregation’s sensitivity in

extending invitations for inclusion in meetings and

structures that legally only provide for clerical

representation.

Since the last meeting the Aix community have

contributed animation resources and made these

available on the Web site of the Congregation.  They

are also developing a course to articulate the vocation

and mission of the Oblate Brothers.  We intend to

augment that and complementary programs building

up to the Chapter in 2010.

We further commit ourselves to:

• Animation of the Region through the Secretaries

and their co-workers in the Provinces.

• Timely reminders to Regional meetings and Units

to enact programs and objectives of the Brothers.

• Carefully and respectfully develop our relations

with Unit Leaders to be able to communicate

brother’s needs and have access to the brothers

within their region.

We hope that these efforts will help inspire and

encourage all of us in the evolving mission that

challenges us to go beyond ourselves for the

Kingdom of God.

GENERAL HOUSE

Bishop Crosby and his priests: pilgrims to Rome

Until May 31, 2007  Bishop Douglas CROSBY,

was the bishop of two dioceses in northeastern

Canada: Labrador City-Schefferville (since 1998)

and St. George’s (since 2003).  But on that date

last May, the Labrador City-Schefferville Diocese

ceased to exist.  Most of its territories were joined

to the former St. George’s Diocese which acquired

a new name: the Diocese Corner Brook and

Labrador.  Bishop Crosby was named the bishop

of the newly formed diocese.

While almost all of the priests in the Labrador-

Schefferville Diocese were Oblates of Mary

Immaculate, those in the St. George’s Diocese were

all diocesan clergy.  Therefore, in order to create a

new spirit of brotherhood among the priests of the

new diocese, Bishop Crosby and most of the priests

decided that they would go together to the tomb of St.

Peter and the home of his successor in order to begin

their new collaboration in a spirit of prayer and

pilgrimage.  Together, they visited not only the Vatican

but also some of the other major basilicas in Rome.

While in the Eternal City, Bishop Crosby and his

priests were guests at the General House.  They

celebrated Mass together in the chapel and enjoyed

a meal with the via Aurelia community on Friday,

November 2.  In welcoming the guests, the General

House superior, Fr. Gilberto Piñon, pointed out that

many Oblates, since their early days of formation, have

heard stories of the missionaries who labored for the

Church in the cold climates of the Far North. He said it

was a privilege to welcome some of those same hardy

ministers of the Gospel to the Oblate center in Rome.

Asia-Oceania

SRI LANKA

Called To Take Stand On Killings, Forego

Christmas Celebrations

COLOMBO (UCAN) — Some priests are calling

on Catholics to boycott Christmas celebrations in

Sri Lanka unless the war and related killings and

disappearances end.

“Stop all the Christmas celebrations. No Christmas

cards, no lights, no decorations, no new clothes.

Nothing. We can do that, can’t we?” Father M.

SELVARATNAM asked during a meeting at the

Centre for Society and Religion (CSR) on Oct. 26

in Colombo.

In the past the government has sponsored Christmas
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light displays along streets in the capital to

acknowledge the Christian holiday.

Father Selvaratnam, who heads the Jaffna Province

of the Oblates of Mary Immaculate, was addressing

more than 75 clergy, Religious and laypeople who

gathered to commemorate the death of Father

Nicholapillai Packiaranjith.

The late priest, who belonged to the Mannar diocese

clergy and was also known as Father Ranjith, was

killed on Sept. 26 while he was taking relief supplies

to refugees in camps and orphanages. A Claymore

mine explosion destroyed his vehicle and killed him

on the spot in Kalvilan, a Tamil rebel-controlled

village 50 kilometers east of Mannar, 230 kilometers

north of Colombo.

CSR, Christian Alliance for Social Action and the

Law and Society Trust of Sri Lanka organized the

commemoration in the capital.

Oblate Father Rohan SILVA, CSR director, shared

first-hand experience of life in the embattled north

when told the gathering how he and some priests

from the south visited Jaffna peninsula, the island’s

northern tip.

“I waited for three hours to cross the road into Jaffna.

It was a criminal waste of time due to roadblocks. I

witnessed the sufferings of the people in the north,

where a night curfew has been in place for a year.

Abduction and killings are daily occurrences,” Father

Silva said. “I saw the military rule. Guns were turned

against the priests. Religious leaders and places of

worship are under constant attack.”

Ethnic Tamil rebels fighting since 1983 for a Tamil

homeland in the north and east of the island made

Jaffna city, 390 kilometers by road from Colombo,

their home base until government troops took control

of it in late 1995. It is an embattled outpost, however,

and heavy fighting has resumed around it with the de

facto collapse of a 2002 cease-fire. Government

forces have closed the only land route linking the

peninsula with the mainland, and essential supplies

are scarce or nonexistent.

More than 65,000 people have been killed and more

than 1 million displaced due to the war between the

Liberation Tigers of Tamil Elam Tamil and the

Sinhalese-led government, which Tamils have long

claimed discriminates against them. In addition to

military clashes, killings, abductions and

disappearances are reported almost daily.

“Twenty five years! Enough is enough. Please stop

this war,” pleaded Father Selvaratnam, an ethnic

Tamil. “We want nothing. We are not asking for

rights or anything. We just want to be left alone.”

(For full report, go to http://www.ucanews.com)

BANGLADESH

Scholasticate community offers relief for

flood victims

Thousands of families lost their homes and their

crops in devastating floods that ravaged much of

Bangladesh in mid-July and early August 2007.  On

October 6, the Oblate scholasticate community in

Dhaka joined other religious groups in organizing a

program for distributing relief to 1650 families who

had suffered great losses.

Fr. Angelo MARTYN, the scholasticate superior,

together with Fr. Rocky COSTA, Fr. Bejoy

REBEIRO, and Fr. Somor DANGO, worked

alongside Oblate scholastics, diocesan major

seminarians, Holy Cross scholastics, Blue Sisters,

Our Lady of Sorrows Sisters and aspirants and

Kotongne aspirants.

The distribution began at 8:00 am with prayer. The

families who would receive help had been given a

special card or permit beforehand.  For several

days, the religious volunteers had gone to various

parts of the Nayanagar area where they visited the

houses damaged by the floods and distributed the

cards to the most needy families.

 

About 98% of the people who received relief were

Muslims; the rest were Hindus. (Fr. Rocky Costa)

INDONESIA

Scholasticate celebrates 25th anniversary

The Indonesian Oblate scholasticate, Wisma de

Mazenod (WDM), celebrated its 25th anniversary

on Sunday, July 22, this year.  It was Fr. Austin
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COOPER, as provincial of the Australian Province,

who blessed the scholasticate 25 years ago.

Keeping the memory of these years of journeying in

mind, the theme for the celebration was: “Persevere

in Preparing Ministers for the Mission.”  A solemn

Mass was presided over by Rev. Fr. B. Saryanto,

the Episcopal Vicar for Yogyakarta.  Concelebrants

included the provincial, Fr. Andri ATMAKA and

the scholasticate superior, Fr. Heru

SUPRIYANTO.  About 600 people were

present.  Among them were 15 Oblate priests and

members of the Youth Association.  During the

ceremony, Bro. Agustinus WIYONO professed

his perpetual vows and Fr. John O’DOHERTY

celebrated 40 years of priesthood.

The previous day, two events were held—the rite

of purification and the meeting of former Oblates.

Bro. Wiyono performed the purification rite following

a Javanese custom.  The rite, “siraman,” is usually

made by a couple the day before their marriage as a

way of cleansing them in preparation for their new life

together.  Pure water, taken from seven springs, mixed

with flowers, was used to purify Brother Wiyono.

Following this ceremony, about 15 former Oblates

met with the provincial, former and present superiors,

and other Oblate priests.  They shared their life

experiences as laity imbued by the Oblate charism

and living it in their local communities.  It was a joyful

time for them to come back to their old home.

Over the past 25 years, the WDM community has

established a Youth Association whose members

come from parishes near the scholasticate and

students who have come to Yogyakarta to study.

Members of the association worked with the

committee that planned the anniversary celebration.

Brother Wiyono believes that there will many young

men attracted to an Oblate vocation if, in

preaching, every Oblate shares his personal

experience of Christ. (Cosmic: Australian

Province newsletter, September 2007)

Europe

ITALY

50 years ago: the departure for Laos

Bishop Alessandro STACCIOLI, now in charge

of the apostolate to Laotian refugees throughout

the world, reflects on the departure of the first

Italian Oblate missionaries for Laos in 1957.

The years go by for everyone, even for us

missionaries.  At the end of October, it will be 50

years since six missionaries, full of youth and

enthusiasm, left Italy on the ship “Victoria” to go to

Singapore, and from there, to take a plane for

Vientiane, Laos.

For all of us, it was a sort of baptism by sea and by

air.  I re-read some pages from the “Clandestine

Diary” of Fr. Mario BORZAGA and I fully

recognized my own experiences in what he

described.  The excitement of our preparations was

so great that we did not yet know much about the

mission where were headed.  We didn’t have even

the slightest clue about the Laotian language which,

as we discovered upon our arrival, was difficult to

write, was completely different from our own

language, and in the whole country, there was not a

single dictionary or grammar worthy of that name.

But the enthusiasm of our departure was unrelenting.

We learned the language…really, the

languages…and we grew accustomed to life in that

country, so beautiful in its untouched nature, but not

easy to live in because of a lack of roads and a lack

of the minimum services needed, beginning with

medical aid, food, and the means of communication.

We loved our people from the very beginning and

we gave our lives for them: Bishop Leonello BERTI,

Frs. Mario BORZAGA, Antonio ZANONI, and

Natalino SARTOR in a literal sense; the rest of us,

those who arrived first and those who came later,

when we were expelled and were forced to leave

forever the country and our people.

In these past 50 years, I have often repeated the

words of the psalmist: “At night, a lament arises in

my heart.  My soul refuses to be comforted.” (Ps.

76)  So many images, so many events flash before

my mind, some happy and some sad.
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But “It is the Lord who brings death and brings life,

who sends down to the netherworld and brings back

again.” (1 Sam 2,6)  And it can happen that while

“passing through the valley of tears, he turns it into a

living spring.” (Ps. 84)  This living spring for us has

been the apostolate that we expelled missionaries

took with us to other countries: Indonesia, Senegal,

Uruguay…as well as the itinerant ministry among

Laotian refugees throughout the world. New

conversions, new Christian communities founded,

new missionary vocations….

Laos remains forever in our thoughts and in our

prayers, and we are sure that, for the Church, a

normal life will again return. A life of Faith that has

never been uprooted and extinguished will return to

flourish more than ever.  Others will carry forward

the work we began, because, as Jesus said in the

Gospel, “one plants and another gathers.”  Wherever

the Church is in the world, it always has the sign of

its Founder: THE CROSS.  I believe that we can

rest assured that this sign will not go missing for

Laos.  (Missioni OMI, October 2007)

CENTRAL EUROPEAN PROVINCE

Fr. Volker Stollewerk: a messenger of hope

For Father Volker STOLLEWERK, October 19,

2004, will always be a day to remember: a day when

his life was turned upside down because of a careless

driver.  Because of that traffic accident, his life as a

teacher of religion in a school would be changed

and he would need to find a new way to live the

priesthood to which he had been ordained only one

year previously.

Born in 1954, Fr. Volker was trained as a typesetter

and graphic artist.  Already as a child, he had shown

talent as an artist.  As he grew older, he channeled

his creative spirit, not only in the graphic arts, but

also as a rock musician.

But after 25 years as the manager of a printing

company and a musician, he decided to become an

Oblate of Mary Immaculate and study for the

priesthood.  At the age of 42, he entered the novitiate

and began a journey that led him to his ordination in

2003.  He had artistic talent which he put to good

use, not only in his local community in Munich, but

also as a teacher where, with a few chalk drawings,

he could enlighten the children in his catechism classes.

Then came that fateful day of October, 2004.

The accident left him with serious hip, leg and head

injuries.  He would spend 21 weeks in the hospital

and 36 weeks in a rehabilitation clinic.  He continues

to face each day with various pains and challenges

related to that unfortunate event.

But with the help of a painter and art therapist named

Christa Petersen, his creativity and his talent have

taken on new meaning.  When it is difficult for him

to sleep or to meditate because of headaches, he

relies on his talents as an artist to see him through

the difficult moments.

Furthermore, he has come to realize that he can use

his talent as an artist as a new form of ministry.  Since

he is aware of the presence of God during his own

suffering, he wants to convey that message to others.

He composes songs and meditations to accompany

the pictures that he draws and paints.  His pictures

and songs speak about pain and hurt, but in them,

there is also a message of faith and hope.  In 2008,

there will be an exposition of his art in Munich, an

exposition that will give others the opportunity to

see and hear how this Oblate priest speaks a

beautiful message of Christian hope through pictures,

texts and songs about God. (Adapted from Der

Weinberg, November 2007)

UKRAINE

Polish volunteers bring message of love

From August 1-20, a group of Polish volunteers who

call themselves “A Gospel for Europe” visited the

Oblate parish in Chernihiv, Ukraine.  Comprised of

students and young adult workers, they center their

ministry on the idea that God lives in the world

through love, truth and beauty.  They teach this

especially through concerts of classical music and

religious songs.

John Kudelka, a guitarist and student at the Music

Academy in Katowitz, joined Arek Baran, a

saxophonist from the Music Academy of Krakow,

in performing works from various composers.

During their concerts, they read from the Book of

Wisdom (13:1-5) about the Lord as creator of

beauty.  In all, there were six concerts of classical
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music and four concerts of religious songs.  The young

people used song and drama to give testimony about

the love of God in their lives.

Katrin Koroszko and Violetta Bytner from Llawa

worked with orphans in Niezyn.  They organized

dancing lessons, football, music and singing.  One of

the major events was an ecumenical football match

between Orthodox priests and other Christians

against the volunteers and youth from our Oblate

parishes in Czernihiv and Obukhiw.

Some of the children who played football with the

volunteers came for their first experience of the

Catholic Eucharist in the flat where the Oblates live.

Unfortunately, this did not please the parents who

stopped their children from returning.  They often

consider the Catholic Church just one more sect

among so many in Ukraine. (Oblate News from

Ukraine, August 2007)

Africa-Madagascar

CONGO

Floods damage Oblate scholasticate

The Superior of the St. Eugene de Mazenod

Scholasticate in Kintambo (Kinshasa), Fr. Cyrille

ATITUNG, reports that on October 25 and 26,

torrential rains flooded the area, causing much

destruction and the death of at least 30 persons.

Some sections were completely cut off from the

capital by the torrent.

The Oblates at the scholasticate were not injured,

but the property saw the destruction of a cloister

wall; the contents of the house of the community cook

were washed away. (www.ayaas.net)

NORTHERN PROVINCE OF SOUTH AFRICA

Suspect arrested in murder of Fr. ‘Mako

On October 29, a 25 year old man who is a suspect

in the October 5 murder of Oblate Fr. Allard

‘MAKO, handed himself over to the police.  He is a

Grade 12 student from a high school in Nelspruit.  He

had also allegedly shot a policeman who, with two other

officers, had come to the school to arrest him.

When the three officers arrived at the school on

October 10, the young man, whose name has not

yet been made public pending his court appearance,

allegedly shot at the policemen, wounding Constable

Patrick Fakude in the leg.

The suspect allegedly pulled out a second gun and

began to shoot in the air as he escaped from the school

compound.  The police did not return his fire because

other students and teachers were running everywhere

to protect themselves and could have been injured.

ZAMBIA

Ten glorious years for the Diocese of Mongu

It was ten years ago, on June 14, 1997, that the

Holy Father, Pope John Paul II, established in the

Western Province of Zambia the new diocese of

Mongu and named as its first shepherd, Bishop Paul

DUFFY, an Oblate missionary from the United

States and one of the first members of the Oblate

community in Zambia.  The diocese is home to about

70,000 Catholics in a population of about 625,000.

The Vatican’s Apostolic Nuncio, Archbishop Nicola

Girasoli, preached the homily at the anniversary Mass

at Our Lady of Lourdes Cathedral in Mongu in

September.  He pointed out that the Church cannot

proclaim the new commandment of love without

promoting justice and peace.  He further stated that

without promoting the true and authentic

advancement of the human being, the Church would

not be fulfilling its obligation to the new

commandment of love.

“Between evangelization and human development –

development and liberation – there are profound

links,” Archbishop Girasoli said.  “We are called to

struggle for the defense of personal dignity, for justice

and social peace.”

He also said there is a significant connection between

peace and development. “We recall the well known

sentence of Pope Paul VI: ‘The new name for peace

is development.” (Populorum Progression)  We find

this sentence also written at the entrance of the United

Nations in New York.  Peace and development are

strictly connected.  But we can achieve peace and

development only if we work in solidarity.”
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He went on to thank Bishop Duffy for the deep

and courageous pastoral guidance he has given

to the Church in Mongu over the last decade.  “He

is doing a great job in maintaining the Diocese

at a very high standard.  I hope we may let him

stay as bishop of Mongu for a long time.  In

fact, it does not seem at all that he has reached

75 years.  He is still looking young, energetic

and full of enthusiasm.”

CAMEROON

A young boy’s spiritual journey

Fr. Edy MABILA, a member of the Congo Province

who now serves as Executive Secretary of the

Africa-Madagascar Region, received a surprising

letter some months ago from the Discalced

Carmelites in Yaoundé, Cameroon.  They asked him

to write a personal testimonial about a young man

who had been his altar server when he himself was

a young priest serving in Maroua, Cameroon, in

1987-89.  The Carmelites are beginning the

beatification process of Brother Jean Thierry Ebogo

of the Child Jesus and the Passion, who died of

cancer in 2006 at the age of 23.  This son of a prison

guard had been deeply touched by the example of

an Oblate priest when he was only 8 years old.

In 2002, Jean Ebogo entered the Oblate prenovitiate

in Mokolo.  When he left the Oblates, he entered

formation with the Carmelites in 2003.  While in the

novitiate, he learned that he was suffering from bone

cancer.  He made his solemn profession of vows as

a Discalced Carmelite on December 8, 2005, the

same day that he received the Sacrament of the

Anointing of the Sick.  On that occasion, he offered

his sufferings and his life for the members of his own

Carmelite province, for religious and priestly

vocations for Africa, and for the sanctification of

priests.  He died on January 5, 2006.

What has come to light since his death is a manuscript

in which he described the role of Fr. Edy Mabila

who helped him, as a little boy, discover the role of

Jesus Christ in his life.  It was the beginning of his

religious vocation.  The manuscript is a touching

witness of how a priest and religious can touch the

life of someone without even being aware of it.  Here

are some excerpts from Jean’s spiritual journal

“From nothingness to life.”

One morning, probably a Sunday in 1990 (or 91),

Father Edy Mabila, a young priest and Oblate

of Mary Immaculate, arrives at the prison chapel

in Maroua.  He is wearing a white cassock and a

lovely ‘chastity belt;’ he is handsome, so handsome.

I can’t stop looking at him from the little chair where

I was seated, just to the right of the altar with the

other children of my age.  The young Father says

his prayers with great devotion…

(On the following Sunday) Father comes back

to the prison.  He is all smiles and kind to

everyone; they were all adults.  Since I liked to

go with my parents, I was there too.  When our

looks cross, Father Edy smiles at me: I feel like

bursting from joy.  Really, for me, the priest who

always speaks to us about God must surely know

Him better than other people.  He must be, if not

the image of God, then one of those who have the

special grace of “seeing God” and speaking with

Him.  He is a symbol; in looking at him, I feel that

I am seeing Jesus Himself, charming, handsome,

dazzling, and especially, very appealing…

(A few weeks later…) I met Father Edy at the

Marian Center.  I would have liked to have asked

him why he was absent the last time, but having

reflected a bit, I thought that it would be a rather

arrogant to ask that of someone I did not know

very well.  The idea stayed with me for a long

time and I thought: “If Father Edy represents

Jesus, since I talk with Jesus all the time, why

not with Father?”

(After having spoken with Father Edy about the

life of priest…) I had, in less than a minute, revised

all of my future plans, all of my childish dreams;

I found them insignificant because of the

lightning bolt that had just struck me.  I was head

over heels in love with an ideal that I barely knew.

I understood nothing about the life of a priest;

nevertheless, that’s the life I wanted to lead.

Father continued to talk, but I was no longer

listening to him; instead, I was listening to a

voice inside of me which was singing beautiful

songs, in particular the Magnificat which we had

just sung at the end of prayers at the Marian Center:

“The Lord has done wonders for me, holy is his

Name.”  (From Notre-Dame du Sacerdoce, Revue

du Foyer Marial, 2nd trimester 2007)
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Latin America

GUATEMALA

Twenty years – looking back

In 1988, five Oblates arrived in Guatemala to begin

an extensive mission experience in the war-torn

Diocese of El Quiche, under the pastoral care of

Bishop Julio Cabrera.  At that time, there were only

five priests in the diocese to serve a total of 26

parishes.  The Oblates were assigned to four large

mission parishes, covering over 300 villages in the

beautiful green mountains of El Quiche.

The first pastoral experience was heart-wrenching

as we listened to the experiences the people had

suffered during the armed conflict that lasted 36

years.  Accompanying these people was also filled

with a unique sense of grace.  After the war, the

poor were left in worse conditions.  Many families

lost the bread-winning members who had been

tortured and killed.  Many lost their little house and

cooking equipment.  Their stories were innumerable

and so terrible in cruelty that it was nearly impossible

to understand how human beings could ever treat

their own brothers and sisters in this way.

What is our work in this country?  Our basic option

is to be with the poor and attend to all the pastoral

needs of the communities with a special attention to

those most in need.  In the area we serve, 85% of the

population is indigenous Mayan.  Some live in extreme

poverty and the majority are peasants who live from

working small plots of land.  They grow corn for tortillas

and black beans for their regular daily food.

Our pastoral work consists of visiting each and every

community on a regular basis every two to three

months to celebrate the word of God and the

sacraments.  We have weekly training workshops

to prepare and support the numerous catechists for

their work.  The catechists are those who prepare

parishioners for the sacraments.  The catechists also

lead the liturgical services and explain the Word of

God on Sundays in the absence of the priest, which

is 95% of the time.  Lay ministers lead  the funeral

services and prayers.  They also visit the sick and

bring them communion.  Every parish has a social

pastoral program which includes help for the

peasants in their fields, water and latrine projects,

youth and women projects, health and disease

prevention, social and political awareness programs.

Soon after we arrived in these communities, some

of the young men started to identify with the work

we were doing and asked to join us.  We then

opened a vocational center in the city where four

young men entered.  A second vocation center was

opened a few years later in the Playa Grande

missions.  We are thankful for the vocations that the

Lord is sending us and we hope for future

development.  At this point, four young men are

finishing their theology studies while seven are in

philosophy.  At least three will enter the novitiate in

January and four are in the prenovitiate.  Twelve are

now in vocational centers and many more attend

youth and vocation encounters.

Currently, twelve Oblate priests are working in the

Delegation of Guatemala.  There is need for more

missionaries since the pastoral work is quite heavy

at times.  It is necessary to walk to many villages in

the mountains and the jungle area of northern Quiche.

We are serving the jungle area of Playa Grande: 125

communities with a number of multi-ethnic groups.

In order to place sufficient personnel in this parish,

we handed back to the diocese three of our former

parishes that had become quite self-sufficient.  By

that time, new recruits had been ordained priests

for Quiche and the bishop was able to cover those

parishes.  He was also pleased with our availability

to take on the new challenge.  In July of 2008, we

will celebrate 20 years of presence in Guatemala, a

ministry that has brought many blessings to the

Guatemalan people, the Oblates and the Church.

(Gerry LESTRAT in Mission Oblate, October 2007)

PERU

Oblates help earthquake victims

On August 15, 2007, an earthquake hit parts of

Peru: 8 points on the Richter scale. The Oblates

working at Pueblo Nuevo, a barrio of Chincha,

soon saw that the direction of their ministry
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would from now on be different and more

complicated.  A month after the disaster, Brother

Blaise MacQUARRIE, superior of the local

community, wrote to Fr. General of the challenges

which the people and the Oblates face.  Here are

some excerpts from his letter.

It was heartbreaking to see so much destruction all

about you.  To see whole families sleeping out in the

dirty streets and, worse still, it was very cold

weather—we are still in our winter…  All over vast

areas, you can see fires—little fires—so as to keep

warm.  Each family has to look after itself and what

they do is use the pieces of wood from their fallen

house to keep the fire burning during the night

because of the cold.  And something else was taking

place that put more fear in the people…gangs of

young people carrying knives—long ones—and fire

arms…  They were busy robbing the people of their

few possessions.  During the quake, a jail house fell

apart and around 500 prisoners escaped.  As no

police were present, and there were no lights except

for the little fires, these robbers were having a field

day, so to speak.  The army came and their presence

made a difference.

Every family has its story to tell and no two are the

same…. I went into the streets and it was like an

army “obstacle course” … piles of rubble

everywhere and not even a bicycle could be used

for transport!  I saw families sleeping between piles

of debris and there was something else I noticed…the

silence, the quiet…it was like a graveyard once the

initial shock had passed.  People were stunned and

going about in a dazed manner asking themselves,

“Is this real?” Hours before, we had a house!”

The quake hit in a way that row after row of houses

were utterly destroyed in a flash while others nearby

were not damaged.  Although most of the houses

are made from mud (adobe bricks), even houses

made from much better material had also fallen…

When there are serious quakes, why is it that usually

the poor are the hardest hit?  The poor man does

not have the means to build a better house for the

simple fact that he is poor.  Adobe bricks—made

from mud—are the poor man’s building material.

Now the experts are telling the people that they must

build safer homes—great…then give them the means

to do so! … Most people in this area are poor and

they are poor in many ways.  After all is said (but

usually not done), the people will pull themselves

together and get on with life.  There is no more talk

or pictures of their sad situation on television which

has gone on to something else that is “new news.”

People get tired of seeing the sad plight of people all

over the world.  Earthquakes make good news but

it is short-lived.

The damage done to our newly built church rendered

it unusable: there are huge cracks and the roof is

twisted.  All of the twelve chapels are without a roof

and cannot be used until there are funds to

reconstruct… The authorities have not begun the

clean-up.  There seems to be no serious plan to be

put quickly into operation.  As for the parish, we are

better organized and it is for this reason that other

charitable organizations are aiding us here with food,

medicine, clothing, water, etc.  As for the

government, they have not as yet been able to meet

this sad situation…that is to say, they are not ready

to carry out an orderly plan…because there is none!

We Oblates are meeting among ourselves to select

priorities so as to meet the most pressing needs of

the people. …

It is true that we have our work cut out for us for the

years to come.  And before I close this letter, let me

share this with you…many people had God on their

minds because they told me that God had saved

them and their loved ones.  True too, it is better to

live “insecure!”  One does not know the day nor the

hour of his or her death.  The more we make

ourselves secure, the more insecure we become.  Let

God have a free hand with our fate….
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Canada-United States

OMI LACOMBE

“Your ways are not my ways!”

“Lord God Almighty, how great and wonderful are

your deeds! How right and true are your ways!”

This passage of the Holy Scripture came to mind

during my last mission trip to the farthest northern,

Catholic community of Arctic Bay – known by the

Inuit as Ikpiartjuk – at the very north side of Baffin

Island. Before leaving for holidays in Poland to visit

with my mother and my family, I had already planned

on my return to Igloolik – my mission base-

community – to visit Arctic Bay where a few of our

youth and young adults were expecting to receive

the Sacrament of Confirmation; they had been

preparing themselves with my help for a few months.

Before the celebration of Confirmation, we were to

have the wedding of Jayko and Leonie as well. Both

the wedding and Confirmation, which were to happen

in May of this year, had to be cancelled for a variety

of reasons. The new wedding date was set for

September 29 and the next day was to be

Confirmation with Bishop Reynald ROULEAU. I

was to arrive on September 26 to make the

necessary preparations before the Bishop’s arrival.

When traveling in the North, things are never

guaranteed – but one hopes for the best. On the

twenty-sixth, in the afternoon, the First Air flight left

on time from the Iqaluit airport; however, as a

harbinger of things to come, all the passengers got a

green sticker on the back of the boarding cards which

read: “Landing subject to weather.”

“Oh no!” I thought, “not this again! What about our

plans? What about the couple and the Confirmation

group?” A snap decision had to be made. “Do I go?

Do I stay? Maybe the weather will be more certain

tomorrow... What do I have to lose? I’ll go! Surely

they wouldn’t be making the flight if there wasn’t a

good chance of being able to land.” In any case, I

knew I still had few days to spare before the Bishop

was scheduled to arrive.

The flight was smooth coming to Nanisivik airport

just outside of Arctic Bay. The plane came in low; I

could see the road to the airport and the trucks

coming in to meet our plane. Suddenly, thick clouds

obscured our sight. It was over. Despite circling a

number of times, all the desiring in the world wasn’t

going to get us down there.  The pilot could not take

the risk and informed us we would go on to Resolute

Bay – an hour’s flight northwest. Barely there, news

came that conditions had improved enough for

another attempt so two hours later we were on our

way back to Nanisivik. Thwarted again! Things

began promisingly enough but then slowly worsened

until the pilot was forced to change course once again.

This time we flew to Iqaluit, capital of Nunavut.

Upon our arrival we were told we would try again

at 6:00 the next morning.

Thursday morning, I was ready again but still there

was no break in the weather…Friday morning, the

same thing. As we waited, the tension grew within

me … Saturday morning – I need to be there!

Confirmation and a wedding are coming! But still,

the clouds refused to give way. Each day I asked

God “What’s going on? Why am I stuck here? What

about the people back home counting on me?

Shouldn’t I be there for them?” Saturday evening, I

had my answer.

Shortly after 7:00 p.m., I received a call from the

local hospital in Iqaluit. “Father can you come to the

hospital? Lucien is dying and the family is asking for

a priest. We heard you were in town.” From the

way the nurse spoke, I knew it was urgent. The local

pastor, Father Greg, was coming only a week later.

This wasn’t my home parish – but a family was in

need so I headed over to the hospital as soon as

possible. What a surprise! Although the family hadn’t

been aware I was in the city when they asked the

nurse to call the rectory, they were people from

Igloolik I knew well. I buried members of Lucien’s

family including his own son. Others I had baptized

and some had received First Communion from me.

On my way to hospital I thanked God for the grace

to be there with the family in this difficult moment. I

also realized that God had been holding my trip until

this moment because something important was

waiting for me to do. And again Jesus’ words ... my
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UNITED STATES

Bishop Pfeifer speaks out on immigration

policies

Bishop Michael PFEIFER, the Oblate bishop of

San Angelo, Texas, has written a pastoral letter to

his diocese entitled: “We Need to Draw on the

Best to Formulate a New Immigration Policy.”

“The recent national debate on immigration

reform,” he wrote, “was a failure. At its core,

immigration is about workers who come to our

land to try to secure better lives for themselves

and their families by their labor. The recent vital

national immigration discussion polarized our

people, paralyzed the Congress, and failed our

nation. This debate was truly a case of more heat

than light, more passion than progress. Often anger

trumped wisdom, myths overwhelmed facts, and

slogans replaced solutions.”

Bishop Pfeifer laid out a number of facts to be

considered in getting a grasp on the reality of the

situation.

“Immigration reform cannot start or stop at our

borders. U.S. policy must help overcome the

pervasive poverty and deprivation, the violence and

oppression that push people to leave their own

lands. Policies on debt and development, foreign

aid and global trade, poverty and unemployment,

are essential elements of any effective

immigration reform, and must be included in our

dialogue with other countries, especially with our

neighbors to the south.

“Both sides in the last national debate on

immigration fell short sometimes. In this discussion,

we must continue to take seriously legitimate

concerns about protecting our borders, curbing the

flow of unlawful immigration, the potential

displacement of native workers, and the possibility

of exploitation within guest worker programs. These

issues are not to be ignored, exaggerated, dismissed

or used as political weapons.

ways and your ways are different.... So true and yet

His ways are true and wonderful as always.

During all of this, the Bishop had arrived ahead of me

in Arctic Bay and had begun the necessary

preparations – not knowing whether or not I would

arrive before Confirmation and the wedding … the

wedding seemed to have disappeared into some

future possibility.

Sunday, early in the morning, our plane took off and

once again the possibility of landing was 50/50 with

the green stickers having been placed on our boarding

passes. This time, however, I believed I was free to

fly to Arctic Bay. It was true. We landed at Nanisivik

airport and with the help of friends I got to town in the

afternoon. People were expecting me and happy to

welcome me. (Tony KROTKI. For full report, see

http://www.omilacombe.ca)

UNITED STATES

Fr. Elmar Mauer: still inspiring youth

Each year, the Teens Encounter Christ (TEC)

Conference recognizes individuals for their exemplary

commitment to Catholic youth with a “Spirit of TEC

Award.” In 2007, two bishops, five priests, one

religious and 33 lay leaders from 21 dioceses received

awards. Among the recipients this year was Fr. Elmar

MAUER who has worked for many years as a TEC

chaplain in the dioceses of Belleville, Illinois, and St.

Louis, Missouri.

Born in Germany in 1934, Fr. Elmar came to the

United States as a teenager to live with his uncle, the

late Fr. Peter MINWEGEN, one of the German

Oblates who founded the former Central Province of

the United States.  After learning English and the fine

points of American baseball, Elmar entered the Oblate

juniorate in Belleville.  He was ordained a priest in

1964.  Since then, he has been involved in various

parish and preaching ministries and now serves as

chaplain at St. Elizabeth’s Hospital in Belleville.

The Teens Encounter Christ retreat is a three-day

experience focusing on the centrality of the Paschal

Mystery in the life of the Christian.  Founded in 1965,

the movement spread rapidly throughout much of the

United States and Canada.  When the first TEC

retreats came to the Belleville and St. Louis dioceses,

several Oblates volunteered their services since

there is usually a priest on the team for each retreat

(together with religious women and laity).  Fr. Elmar

has remained active in the retreats since the mid-70’s.
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“Basic morality insists, as regards the immigration

debate, that the search for the common good should

prevail over the pursuit of narrow economic and

political interests. In addition, immigration policies

and practices need to promote family unity and

protect children. We need a different debate, a

constructive discussion that neither diminishes our

nation nor divides our people, but achieves realistic,

practical and principal steps toward reform. A

national discussion that is based on reality, civility,

morality, and consistency - properly understood -

can lay the ground work for real progress.” (OMI

USA, November 2007)

60 Years of Religious Profession

1948.01.06 08437 Fr. Virgilio Baratto Lacombe

1948.01.06 08965 Bro. Dionysius Mothetsi Lesotho

50 Years of Religious Profession

1958.01.06 10410 Fr. Antony Lisema Matsoso Lesotho

50 Years of Priesthood

1958.01.02 08858 Fr. Joseph Bouvet Notre-Dame-du-Cap

1958.01.19 09036 Fr. Fermin del Blanco Spain

25 Years of Religious Profession

1983.01.06 13212 Bro. Albert Sekake Makoae Lesotho

1983.01.06 12830 Fr. Simon Sechaba ‘Malei Namibia

1983.01.06 12825 Bro. John-Julius Motlalepula Sesheme Lesotho

1983.01.06 12833 Fr. Charles Khanyetsi Thamae Lesotho

1983.01.06 12831 Fr. Simon Tholoana Tholoana Lesotho

1983.01.17 12697 Fr. Armando López Mexico

1983.01.17 12705 Fr. Victor D. Santoyo Peru

Anniversaries – January 2008
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Suffrages for our Deceased

“We will keep alive the memory of our deceased and

not fail to pray for them, faithfully offering the suf-

frages prescribed on their behalf.” (const. 43)

No. 93-99

NAME PROV./Del. BORN DIED AT DATE

Fr. Raymond Bastien N.D. du Cap 25/03/1926 Richelieu 16/10/2007

Fr. John McGrath Anglo-Irish 14/02/1916 Dublin 17/10/2007

Fr. Odilon Chevrier Lijo Lesotho 10/04/1954 Maseru 30/10/2007

Fr. Nicolás Weidner Paraguay 04/06/1936 Asunción 30/10/2007

Fr. Lucien Jolly France 26/04/1919 Pontmain 31/10/2007

Fr. John Hunt OMI Lacombe 27/01/1939 Ottawa 05/11/2007

Fr. Frank Jobst Poland 24/08/1945 Aalborg 06/11/2007


